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Moodle 3 Administration - Third EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Learn how to plan, install, optimize, customize, and configure Moodle
	
		Guarantee a cutting-edge learning experience in a secure and customizable environment while optimizing your day-to-day workload
	
		A one-stop guide with a problem-solution approach and a wide range of real-world...
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Arduino: A Quick-Start GuidePragmatic Bookshelf, 2015

	Arduino is an open-source platform that makes DIY electronics projects easier than ever. Gone are the days when you had to learn electronics theory and arcane programming languages before you could even get an LED to blink. Now, with this new edition of the bestsellingArduino: A Quick-Start Guide, readers with no electronics experience...
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Applied Data Visualization with R and ggplot2: Create useful, elaborate, and visually appealing plotsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Develop informative and aesthetic visualizations that enable effective data analysis in less time

	
		Key Features

		
			Discover structure of ggplot2, grammar of graphics, and geometric objects
	
			Study how to design and implement visualization from scratch
	
			Explore...
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Implementing Deeper Learning and 21st Century Education Reforms: Building an Education Renaissance After a Global PandemicSpringer, 2020

	
		This open access book is a comparative analysis of recent large scale education reforms that broadened curriculum goals to better prepare students for the 21st century. The book examines what governments actually do when they broaden curriculum goals, with attention to the details of implementation. To this end, the book examines...
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Red Hat Fedora Linux 3 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
If Fedora Linux 3 can do it, you can do it too ...
Fedora Core 3 is Red Hat's most solid Fedora to date, including features destined for Red Hat Enterprise Linux 4. Use Fedora Core 3, with the latest Linux technology, to set up a personal desktop, small business server, or programming workstation. This book will teach you the basics of using...
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Java I/OO'Reilly, 1999
Because it doesn't provide a printf() function like C/C++, some developers think Java isn't up to snuff with files and streams. Author Rusty Harold Elliotte argues against this notion in Java I/O, a book that shows how Java's stream support can help simplify network programming, internationalization, and even compression and...
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IBM e Server Certification Study Guide-AIX 5L CommunicationsIBM Press, 2004
The AIX and IBM eServer pSeries Certifications, offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM, are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful and often complex environments of AIX and IBM eServer pSeries. A complete set of professional certifications are available. They include:...
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The Elements of UML(TM) Style (Sigs Reference Library)Cambridge University Press, 2002
The Elements of UML Style is for all developers who create models using the Unified Modeling Language (UML), especially in teams where understandability and consistency are all critical. Just as Strunk & White’s The Elements of Style provides rules of usage for writing using the English language, this text furnishes a...
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The Image Processing Handbook, Fifth EditionCRC Press, 2006
Now in its fifth edition, John C. Russ's monumental image processing reference is an even more complete, modern, and hands-on tool than ever before. The Image Processing Handbook, Fifth Edition is fully updated and expanded to reflect the latest developments in the field. 

A companion CD-ROM to this edition is available and includes more...
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Professional SharePoint 2007 Development (Programmer to Programmer)Wrox Press, 2007
If you're a .NET or Microsoft Office developer, this book gives you the tools to utilize the entire SharePoint platform. It offers practical insights that will help you take advantage of this integrated suite of server capabilities along with specific examples of how to implement classes of solutions on top of the platform. You'll be able to apply...
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Beginning XML with C# 2008: From Novice to Professional (Expert's Voice in .Net)Apress, 2008
Beginning XML with C# 2008 focuses on XML and how it is used within .NET 3.5. As you’d expect of a modern application framework, .NET 3.5 has extensive support for XML in everything from data access to configuration, from raw parsing to code documentation. This book demystifies all of this. It explains the basics of XML as well as...
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Joomla! with FlashPackt Publishing, 2009
You can build any kind of web site using Joomla! The look and feel of Joomla! web sites can largely be customized using the many templates, components, modules and plug-ins available. With all these features, ease of administration, and options for customization, sometimes you may think of integrating other technologies such as Flash with it. This...
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